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Premstaetten, May 2019

Change Notification: Move of Test & Logistics from Nuremberg to Focuz

Dear Customer,
ams AG is pleased to inform you about the upcoming changes on the 4LS products.
ams AG will move the test & logistics activities from the Nuremberg site to subcontractor Focuz
Manufacturing in Thailand.
This will involve the following detailed changes:


ams final products will be shipped directly from Focuz to the customer.



The outside packing, inside packing and label may change.



A new tester will be placed at Focuz, which will be the new test location.

Impact on product
No impact on product. No changes in terms of form, fit, function, quality or reliability. As the same
BOM parts (from the same vendor) and processes are used, the assembly process does not change.
Impact on delivery schedule
No impact on delivery schedule. The shipments out of Nuremberg will continue until the new supply
chain is released.
Impact on packing & shipment
The outside packing, inside packing and label may change. The ship-out location will change from
ams Nuremberg to Focuz Manufacturing.

Bankverbindungen/
Bankaccounts
UniCredit Bank Austria AG, Graz

IBAN EUR AT28 1200 0763 1316 1100
BIC BKAUATWW
IBAN USD AT60 1200 0763 1316 1106

Firmenbuchgericht Graz
Firmenbuch Nr. FN 34109k

DVR 0420352
UID/VAT ATU 28560205

The following products will be affected
material ID

product description

507830006 4LS15k-5MIA FT SE
508030006 4LS15k-5CIA FT SE
508070005 4LS10k-5MIA FT SE
508080005 4LS10k-5CIA FT SE

Traceability
The ams ERP system assures the traceability by batch ID.
Implementation date and schedule
ams expects to release those changes by the end of June 2019. Individual changes will be
implemented when ready without further notification.
Please be advised that this is not a normal PCN with possibility to object. It is rather a mere Change
Notification, purely for informative purposes, as a courtesy, without any obligation to do so, since the
parts are still in Engineering.
If you do have further questions, please do not hesitate to contact our customer support team at any
time.

Best regards,

Peter Crabbe
ams AG
Director Operations CIS
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